Deborah Orum

Remember what?

‘Remember New Zealand’

A proportion of the works in ‘Remember New Zealand’ pre-installation
in Sao Paulo.

Sao Paulo Bienal, 25 September – 19 December 2004
Artspace ‘pop-in-room’, Auckland, 8 February – 5 March 2005.
Artists: et al, Billy Apple, Dan Arps, Steve Carr, Derrick Cherrie,
Joanna Chow, Paul Cullen, Judy Darragh, Andrea du Chatenier,
Violet Faigan, Megan Ruth Hansen-Knarhoi, Niki HastingsMcFall, Lonnie Hutchinson, Douglas Kelaher, Sean Kerr, Richard
Killeen, Joanna Langford, Jason Lindsay, Peter Madden, Daniel
Malone, Richard Maloy, Dane Mitchell, Kate Newby, Ani O’Neill,
Michael Parekowhai, Reuben Patterson, Lisa Reihana, John
Reynolds, Natalie Robertson, Peter Robinson, A.D. Schierning,
Jim Speers, Yuk King Tan, Francis Upritchard, Terry Urbahn,
Rohan Wealleans and Ri Williamson.
Curated by: Tobias Berger

“Remember New Zealand” was New Zealand’s
contribution to the 2004 Sao Paulo Bienal. Chief
curator Alfons Hug decided on the overall Bienal theme
of “Free Territory”, and press information illustrated the
theme by saying such things as: “While the whole world
is constantly arguing about what belongs to whom, art
clariﬁes the ownership issue in its own way: in the realm
of aesthetics everything belongs to everyone.”
www.naturalselection.org.nz

New Zealand’s selected curator Tobias Berger
responded to a sub-theme of the supposed free
territory of aesthetics by using Hug’s idea of “the
image smuggler.” Seeing cultural tourism as classic
inﬁltration into the rest of the world, the curatorial
concept of “souvenir” played on nationalistic showand-tell methods commonly used at biennials. Thirtyeight artists who work primarily in sculpture, and
spanning regions and generations in New Zealand,
were invited to make a souvenir to be taken to Sao
Paulo, where the works were displayed in a structure
assembled on site by one of the artists, Jason
Lindsay.
Upon return to home soils ‘Remember New Zealand’
received a modest showing tucked away in the ‘popin-room’ at Artspace, Auckland. A pretty secluded
welcome, but nonetheless, with the large group of
artists involved, the opening of the home-coming
show was bound to be a biggie; a ﬁne example of the
increased sociability that the gallery has developed in
recent times under Tobias Berger’s directorship.
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The exhibition concept supposedly addressed the way
that the souvenir disperses around the world via the
tourist. After reading the local exhibition’s catalogue
I was dubious about some of the things stated, such
as: “They [souvenirs] represented and inﬂuenced the
taste of the times and served as points of entry into
foreign cultures.” This talk of entering cultures and
inﬂuencing taste has strong colonialist connotations
in the missionary sense; and souvenirs, though a
lively part of most human interactions with new
places, embodying memories of an experience, reﬂect
a distinctly materialistic rut of human behavior that
seems also tainted by a residual colonial kind of
conduct – travelling for acquisitions’ sake?
Another thing I was dubious about was “This big
collection of different artifacts not only underlines
New Zealand’s wide range of different cultures, but
serves as a critical voice to biennials and cultural
tourism.” Mainly, the thing I am not convinced by is
how is getting artists to make souvenirs of their work a
critique of this aspect of cultural tourism? How does it
do their work justice given that souvenirs by deﬁnition
tokenise and exoticise? Firstly, over-use as a critical
strategy is not really a good one, and, furthermore, if
souvenirs are things that humans collect, keep and
attach meanings to, why send souvenirs somewhere,
only to have them return home again?
So, what was the experience of being curated into this
show? One of the participating artists talked about
the biennial system, saying: “…the biennial model,
although having risen to ubiquity in the last tentwenty years, is an old model. Venice has been going
for about a hundred years now. As such there may be
hundred-year-old ideas embedded within the format…
an emphasis on vaguely competitive nationalist
politics might be one of them. A colonialist discourse
about centers and margins might be another.”
By merely presenting a model of the biennial system
this show is more a re-enactment of it; one that is
informed, but that doesn’t really operate critically
(“…a colonialist model imposed over a post-colonial
context being sent to another post-colonial context?”).
Surely, I wondered, there are more effective ways of
critiquing the biennial, given that this was a stated
intent of the show? If there is any parody operating
here, it is more of a small country trying to get noticed.
(“Revealingly, one is not likely to remember any of the
artists’ names – there were too many of them, and
they weren’t listed in the main part of catalogue where
the artists representing other countries were, just the
curator’s name was.”).
www.naturalselection.org.nz

Left and right: ‘Remember New Zealand’, installation views, Sao
Paulo Bienal.

Another artist in the show shed some light on the
goings-on from the inside out:
“Many of the artists initially saw the invitation to be
involved as a fairly generous offer, countering the
usual ‘artist of the moment choice’, but soon realised
that the net was cast so wide as to render the catch,
at best, fairly meaningless; at least subservient to
the project as a whole, encapsulated as it was within
an overpowering conceptual and literal frame; and
at worst self-serving to the ﬁsherman in question. If
a show has no star artist, whose the star if not the
curator?
Of course it’s nothing unusual that the curator has a
central role, but increasingly shows seem to engage
their practice more than those of artists, they seem to
be the ‘primary producer’, the artist the ‘raw material’.
To ask artists to make artworks as souvenirs and
then use them to represent the country in a way that
doesn’t allow them to critique that role is absurd,
especially when the locality they are sourced from is
so rich in such critique. One wonders how aware of
that locality such a curator might be. Instead, we got
to engage in the epitome of the cringe many of us
actively seek to avoid if not negate.”
Because the artists were not involved in any of the
project’s conceptual development together, there was
only a veneer of democracy. As a group show, but
with no sense of collective activity, only a vague kind
of group was formed by artists’ work being displayed
together. The overall concept managed to stagnate the
great collective potential by idly using the artists as
numbers adding up to a whole, as a curator’s work
of works. In the case of “Remember New Zealand” I
think it’s noteworthy to consider why it was that this
country was asked to be remembered by the seemingly
vague translation of our supposed Antipodean
quaintness. As it appeared, the show allowed much
less to happen than it could have. Potential is okay,
but what’s the point if those in driver’s seats don’t
allow it to get moving?
——
Deborah Orum lives in Auckland and does all
manner of things.
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